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Abstract
Dimensional reduction of generalized gravity theories or string the-
ories generically yields dilaton elds in the lower dimensional eec-
tive theory. Thus at the level of D=4 theories and cosmology many
models contain more than just one scalar eld (e.g. inflaton, Higgs,
quintessence). Our present work is restricted to two-dimensional grav-
ity theories with only two dilatons which nevertheless allow a large
class of physical applications.
The notions of factorizability, simplicity and conformal simplicity, Ein-
stein form and Jordan form are the basis of a general classication.
We show that practically all physically motivated models belong either
to the class of factorizable simple theories (e.g. dimensionally reduced
gravity, bosonic string) or to factorizable conformally simple theories
(e.g. spherically reduced scalar tensor theories, spherically reduced
Kaluza-Klein theory). For these theories a rst order formulation can
be constructed in a straightforward way. As a consequence an absolute
conservation law can be established.





Dilaton elds have experienced an impressive comeback in recent years in
a broad range of gravitational theories. Motivated by their appearance in
string theories scalar elds play an increasingly important role in modern
physics. In the context of those theories, but also as a feature of any higher
dimensional theory of gravity the concept of compactication has become a
standard method in many models that lead inevitably to the occurrence of
dilatons in the reduced theory. Historically the dilaton was introduced for the
rst time by Kaluza and Klein who proposed ve-dimensional gravity theory
(KKT) to unify General Relativity (GR) with electrodynamics [1]. The scalar
eld created by reduction to 4 dimensions inspired Fierz [2] and Jordan [3]
to invent the rst Scalar-Tensor theory (STT) in 4D where the dilaton was
interpreted as a local eld, avoiding thus a gravitational coupling constant.
Already Fierz [2] investigated the connection of this theory with usual GR by
conformal transformations (CT). Later work of Brans and Dicke [4] revived
the theory which in the following will be called Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory
(JBD). Recently the interest in STT has increased enormously due to the
observation of accelerating galaxies with high redshift, indicating a positive
cosmological constant [5]. Again the transformation of that constant into a
scalar eld (\quintessence") has been proposed [6].
A one-dilaton theory in two dimensions emerges naturally [7] in connec-
tion with spherically reduced (SR) General Relativity (SRG). The reformu-
lations of general one-dilaton theories in D=2 as rst order theories with
torsion [8] have led to various new insights, including e.g. the discovery of a
conservation law [9]. These results have been extended to the case of SRG
with a massless scalar eld minimally coupled in the 4D theory, i.e. the Ein-
stein massless Klein-Gordon model (SR EMKG) [10, 11].
To motivate the interest in two-dimensional two-dilaton theories (TDT)
we briefly summarize already existing models that belong to this category:
 The most obvious example is SR EMKG. Whenever one deals with
a scalar eld in ordinary GR and demands spherical symmetry one
arrives at a TDT in 2D, where the 4D scalar eld may be interpreted
as one of the two dilatons.
 The polarized Gowdy model [12] is based on the existence of two com-
muting space-like Killing elds in a closed Einstein universe. Then
toric reduction directly leads to a TDT. This example is of particu-
lar interest because here both dilatons in the 2D theory are part of
four-dimensional geometry. The polarized Gowdy model (in contrast
1
to SRG) allows to retain one degree of freedom of the gravity waves
which is transferred into one of the dilatons.
 Another example is given by KKT. Having already one dilaton in 4
dimensions one ends up again with a TDT in 2D through spherical
reduction. This is not equivalent to SR EMKG since the Kaluza dilaton
in the four-dimensional theory couples non-minimally to gravity.
 STT and nonlinear gravity theories are mainly rooted in KKT, thus
their connection to TDT is very similar. They dier solely in the po-
tential terms of the quintessence eld leading to dierent cosmological
scenarios. In addition it has been shown that nonlinear gravity theories
are formally equivalent to STT (cf. e.g. [13]).
The distinction of dilatons into geometric and matter elds is not unique,
as will become evident from the mathematical similarity between the po-
larized Gowdy model (no matter, 1 gravity degree of freedom) and the SR
EMKG model (no dilaton in the theory before reduction, 1 matter degree of
freedom).
Finally, TDT in 2D may serve as useful toy models for TDT in 4D which
may be necessary to describe the appearance of various scalar elds, encoun-
tered in cosmology (Higgs, inflaton, stringy dilaton(-s), quintessence). Up to
now there exists no 4D STT with a single scalar eld playing the role of all
of these elds and certain dimensional reductions of e.g. a 11D supergrav-
ity [14] can yield such theories by analogy to the 5 ! 4 ! 2 reduction of SR
KKT.
In section 2 we present the general framework of the TDT. The notions of
Einstein form and Jordan form are introduced. As examples three signicant
physical applications are shown to t into this framework.
In section 3 a useful classication scheme is invented distinguishing mod-
els that are simple and/or factorizable. We further investigate how CT aect
these properties.
Section 4 is devoted to (conformally) simple factorizable theories. They
can be treated in a rst order form where a conservation law easily can be
derived. Finally we examine the scaling properties of the conserved quantity.
In the Conclusions a table summarizes the various models we consider,









p−g [V0(X; Y )R + V1(X; Y )rXrX + V2(X; Y )rYrY
+V3(X; Y )rXrY + V4(X; Y ) + V5(X; Y )fm(Sn;rSn; : : : )] (1)
follows from the requirements of dieomorphism invariance in 2D and:
 Two scalar dilaton elds X; Y should appear in a 2D action.
 The action should be linear in the curvature R since terms with higher
power in R could be accommodated by modifying the arbitrary func-
tions in (1) just like in theories with only one dilaton eld [13]. In order
to have a nontrivial geometry the factor V0 is assumed never to be a
constant.
 The dilaton elds’ rst derivatives enter quadratically multiplied by an
arbitrary function of the dilatons (V1 and V2); in general, there will be
a mixing between them (V3 6= 0).
 In addition, there is an arbitrary function of the dilaton elds, V4,
henceforth called \potential".
 Finally, there are contributions from one or more \matter elds" Sn
which couple non-minimally to the dilatons, whenever V5 6= const.
Our paper will mainly deal with the special case V5 = 0, for simplic-
ity, although when CT are discussed we will have to reconsider the matter
part since the coupling function V5 will change in general, having important
implications for geodesics and hence for the global structure of the manifold.
We dene two standard forms, which have the advantage that all models
considered in the Introduction t into one of them. By eld redenitions
it is possible to bring (1) in one of the two standard forms unless V0 has a
singular structure which we exclude.
2.1 Standard forms
2.1.1 Einstein form
We call the rst standard form \Einstein form"(EF) because it contains as
the most important representative SRG in the Einstein frame in D=4.
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p−g XR + V E1 (X; Y )rXrX + V E2 (X; Y )rYrY
+V E3 (X; Y )rXrY + V E4 (X; Y ) + V E5 (X; Y )fm(Sn;rSn; : : : )

(2)
and contains as special cases (among others):
 All one dilaton theories (V Ei = V Ei (X) and V E2 = V E3 = V E5 = 0).
 SRG from D=4 (non-minimally in D=2) coupled to matter (V Ei =
V Ei (X), V
E
1 (X) = 1=(2X), V
E
4 (X) = −2, V E2 = V E3 = 0 and V E5 = X).
 The polarized Gowdy model (V E1 = 1=(2X), V E2 = X, V E3 = V E4 = 0
and V E5 = 0).
 The EMKG model (V E1 (X) = 1=(2X), V E2 = X, V E3 = 0, V E4 = −2
and V E5 = 0).
 Bosonic string theories with N target space coordinates, generalized
dynamical world sheet geometry and a target space metric in syn-




2 = const:, V
E
3 = 0, V
E
5 = const:
and fm = rSnrSmGnm(Sl) with n; m = 1::N − 1).
This suggests relations between all these models which will be investigated
below.
2.1.2 The Jordan form
Motivated by SR JBD in the Jordan-frame, we call the second standard form





p−g XY R + V J1 (X; Y )rXrX + V J2 (X; Y )rYrY
+V J3 (X; Y )rXrY + V J4 (X; Y ) + V J5 (X; Y )fm(Sn;rSn; : : : )

(3)
Indeed its most important representatives are general SR STT. There V J1 =
Y=(2X), V J2 = −wX=Y , V J3 = 2, V4 = −2Y + XV^ (Y ) and V5 = X. In JBD
w = const: is called \Dicke parameter". V^ (Y ) is a scalar potential (which
vanishes in JBD) and V5 is chosen such that it amounts to minimal coupling
of matter elds in the Jordan frame of four-dimensional STT.
1Synchronous gauge implies the gauge conditions G00 = const. and G0n = 0 on the
target space metric.
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2.2 Applications: Specific models
In this section we consider three signicant models somewhat more in detail.
They are all constructed through dimensional reduction of D-dimensional
gravity theories by assuming the existence of (D-2) spacelike Killing elds. In
the rst case we start from the spherically symmetric D-dimensional Einstein
Hilbert action with one (in D dimensions minimally coupled) massless scalar
eld. In the second case we apply the spherical reduction scheme to STT in
D = 4 without matter where the scalar eld plays the role of one of the two
dilatons in two dimensions. In a last example we reduce the pure 4D polarized
Gowdy model that has cylindrical symmetry and therefore one gravitational
degree of freedom.
2.2.1 Spherically reduced Einstein gravity with massless scalar
field






p−g R(D) − rYrY  : (4)
In D=4 (Einstein) gravity the constant  is taken to be 16G with Newton’s
constant G. If the D-dimensional spacetime MD is spherically symmetric, its
metric can be written as2
ds2 = gdx
dx −X2 (r; t) gdxdx; (5)
where g is the metric of a 2-dimensional Lorentz manifold M2, g the
metric of a (D-2)-sphere and X the dilaton eld. The curvature scalar R(D)
of MD can be decomposed as (cf. e.g. [7])
R(D) = R− (D − 2)(D − 3)
X2
[1 +rXrX]− 2(D − 2)X
X
(6)
where R on the right side is the curvature of M2. To integrate out the isomet-
ric angular coordinates on the unit sphere SD−2 we only have to substitute





2We use the metric signature (+,−, . . . ). The indices α, β take the values 0, 1 whereas
the indices κ, λ run from 2 to D − 1.
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For later convenience we perform a eld redenition
X ! (D − 2)X1=(D−2): (8)


















and obviously is of the Einstein form (2).
2.2.2 Spherically reduced Scalar-Tensor theories













Here  is the (positive) scalar eld that couples non-minimally to the metric
(STT eld). In JBD w is an arbitrary constant whereas in recent quintessence
theories a dependence w() has been proposed [16]. Spherical reduction
occurs similar to the case of Einstein gravity. Replacing the curvature scalar
by (6), using the eld redenition (8) and setting D=4 we can integrate out






















Here we have already performed a partial integration and divided by the
overall factor 4. It is now convenient to apply a CT
g ! g−1 ; X ! X−1; (12)






























In this form the mixed term rrX disappears. However, in the case of
interaction with matter a complicated nonminimal coupling to the STT eld
arises. In the matterless case the STT eld is seen simply to play the role of
an additional scalar eld with proper (nonminimal) coupling in D=2.
2.2.3 Gowdy model
The 4-dimensional (polarized) Gowdy metric [12]
ds2 = e2a(t;)
(
dt2 − d2− U(t; ) (eW (t;)d2 + e−W (t;)d2 : (15)
describes a 4D spacetime that has 2 commuting Killing elds spanning a
flat, compact isometry submanifold T 2. Moreover it is assumed that the
whole spacetime G4 is compact. Performing the integration over the isometric
coordinates ;  yields an eective 2-dimensional action. For this reason we
have to decompose the 4D curvature scalar R(4) into terms corresponding to
T 2 and G2, which is the complementary manifold, and terms produced by
the embedding. This computation is done most conveniently in the vielbein
frame3
ds2 = gdx
dx − A2d2 −B2d2 = abeaeb −
(
e2
2 − (e32 : (16)
Quantities associated to T 2 or G2 shall be assigned a tilde. We treat T
2
as two independent one-dimensional spaces. Thus the relation between the
vielbeine is given by (we may choose A  0; B  0)
ea = ~ea; e2 = A~e2; e3 = B~e3: (17)
Demanding vanishing torsion and metric compatibility on G4; G2 and T
2 the

















3Letters from Latin alphabet denote vielbein indices, while Greek ones are reserved for
coordinate indices.
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This is sucient to calculate the curvature scalar










where R on the right side denotes the curvature scalar of G2. We can put this
result into the 4D Einstein-Hilbert action and then integrate over the isom-
etry coordinates while decomposing the measure as
p−gG4 = AB
p−gG2 .





p−g [ABR + 2raAraB] ; (20)
where we have already performed a partial integration (there are no boundary
terms because of the compactness of T 2). Clearly this action is of the Jordan
form (3). The eld redenition







is invertible, because it maps A; B 2 R+ onto X 2 R+; Y 2 R. This brings













The relation to the original metric variables is given by




It can be shown that the variation of this action leads to the same EOM as the
ones from the original 4D original action, when the symmetry is introduced
there. This point is nontrivial as witnessed by the reduced action resulting
from warped metrics in Einstein gravity [17].
3 Classification of TDT in 2D
In the following section we classify TDT with respect to useful notions.
3.1 Definitions
We start the classication with some new denitions which prove useful:
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Definition 1: A TDT in EF (3) is called simple i V E3 = 0.
Simple theories are models with no dynamical mixing between the dilaton
elds and can be treated like a one dilaton theory with dilaton eld X and
an additional scalar matter eld Y coupled non-minimally in general. Im-
portant examples are all the models listed in the discussion on the EF. Thus
simple models are most conveniently expressed in the EF. Counter examples
are general STT. Note that although it is always possible to redene the
dilaton elds such that the diagonal term vanishes, this redenition will in
general introduce non-polynomial terms in the action. An example for this
unpleasant feature is SR JBD [15].
Definition 2: A TDT in any given form is called factorizable i V1(X; Y ) =
f1(X)g(Y ) and V0(X; Y ) = f2(X)g(Y ).
Factorizable theories permit a simple geometrical interpretation of X as
\classical dilaton eld" in the 2D model, since there is a common Y -factor
g(Y ) in front of the rst two terms of (1). All special models discussed in 2.2
are factorizable ones. In the EF this property translates to V E1 = V
E
1 (X).
In fact the authors are not aware of any nonfactorizable model which allows
a simple geometrical interpretation. Clearly the functions V0, V1 (or V2) and
V3 in (2) and (3) play a dominant role in this context. Factorizability seems
to break the symmetry between X and Y since only V0; V1 are relevant for
this property rather then V0; V1; V2. However, only one of the two dilaton
elds is needed for factorizability. Thus, if at rst sight the theory seems to
be non-factorizable one should exchange X $ Y and check whether after
this trivial redenition the theory becomes factorizable after all.
From JBD we know that it is conformally equivalent to Einstein gravity
modulo the above mentioned problem of coupling to matter and a potential
change of geodesic behavior. We will call such theories conformally related:
Definition 3: Two theories are called conformally related, i there exists
a CT between them.
It is an interesting task to investigate whether a given TDT is conformally
related to a simple factorizable model, since such models are particularly easy
to treat and interpret. However, not all models allow a simplication through
CT.
Definition 4: If a non-simple model is conformally related to a simple
9
model we will call it conformally simple.
We would like to emphasize that conformally related theories represent
dynamically inequivalent models in general. A simple example is the CGHS-
model [18] which can either be introduced by complete spherical reduction
from an innite-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action (cf. eq. (9) for D !1)
or by the requirement of scale-invariance in the 2D action:
V CGHS0 = X;
V CGHS1 = 1=X;
V CGHS2 = 0;
V CGHS3 = 0;
V CGHS4 = X;
V CGHS5 = 0:
(24)
This action is invariant by a rescaling X ! X. Through a CT with a
conformal factor Ω = X1=2 one can get rid of the V1-term and the trans-
formed theory describes flat space time (!). Thus the \dynamics" of the
geometry of their related global structures are profoundly dierent: The
Black Hole singularity of CGHS has disappeared. Also for any other theory
important properties of the spacetime such as 2D curvature and geodesic
(in)completeness are changed by a CT [19].
Despite of this, a CT is frequently used in the literature on quantization
of 2D dilaton gravity (cf. e.g. [20]) or JBD (cf. e.g. [21]) although by now
even some of the proponents of this method [22] have (re)discovered this
subtlety [23]. The issue of (in)equivalence of conformal frames has a long
history of confusion, as pointed out in [24] (see also references therein4 and
references 28,29 of [25] for positive and negative examples).
It is necessary to bear in mind that most 2D models are dimensionally
reduced theories which follow from a physically motivated higher dimensional
model. Another alternative is that they are merely toy models. In both cases
4According to a classication in [13, 24] there are ve groups of papers: 1. papers
neglecting this issue, 2. papers explicitly supporting the view that conformally related
theories are equivalent, 3. papers being aware of the physical non-equivalence of confor-
mally related frames without presenting conclusive arguments about the \correct" frame,
4. papers identifying the Jordan frame as the \correct" one and 5. papers identifying the
Einstein frame as the \correct" one. We could add \6. papers identifying a dierent frame
as the \correct" one". The fact that works of the same author(s) belong to dierent groups
is a manifestation of the confusion on this issue although matters had been claried by
Fierz [2] more than 40 years ago. Some recent critical remarks in connection with \con-
formally related" treatments of Hawking radiation from Black Holes can be found also
in [25].
Our paper belongs to groups 3.-6.: Whenever the TDT arises by dimensionally reduction
of a gravity theory, the \correct" frame is dened to be the one leading to the same physics
as the original theory (e.g. the EF in the case of SRG or the JF in SR JBD).
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a CT changing the global structure leads to a dierent theory. In the rst
one no longer a 2D equivalent of the original theory (the \correct" conformal
frame is known) is described. In the second case, one could have started
from the transformed toy model instead of introducing an \auxiliary" toy
model (one could have introduced the \correct" conformal frame from the
very beginning). Of course, from a technical point of view, CT are very
useful and indeed will be employed amply below, if they only represent an
intermediate step (especially in the context of a classical theory: For the
quantum case the frame where the quantization is performed must be the
\correct" one under all circumstances).
In connection with CT the introduction of a \conformal weight" (CW)
turns out to be convenient,
g ! gΩ−2; X ! XΩ−; (25)
assuming that X has a CW of  2 R and Y has CW = 0. This is useful
when we restrict ourselves to theories obeying
V0(X; Y ) = Xv0(Y ) ; (26)
i.e. when V0 is linear in one of the dilaton elds which we then denote by
5
X.
Since we want to answer the question whether a model is conformally
related to a simple one we have to impose on our model the condition V E3 = 0
after the CT. The choice of the conformal factor
Ω = (v0(Y ))
1= (27)
is necessary to bring the action in the EF. The rst term in (1) as a conse-
quence of the identity, valid under the CT (25),







produces the rst term in the EF (2), plus further \kinetic" terms which, at
the moment, are not important. Note that Ω must be C1, manifestly positive
and invertible with respect to Y . Its inverse will be denoted by
Y = f(Ω): (29)
5In principle, both X and Y may have vanishing CW. However, in all models considered
explicitly at least one of the dilaton elds is part of a higher dimensional metric, and
therefore has a non-vanishing CW.
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3.2 Conformally simple TDT
By the following steps we will restrict ourselves to a smaller subset of TDT
having the advantage of simplifying calculations drastically while still being
general enough to include all \physical" models considered so far (and more).
Using (28) and dropping a boundary term the action (1) after the CT (25)





















Note that in Vi(X; Y ) one has to replace X ! XΩ− and Y ! f(Ω) as
dened by (29).
Conformal simplicity requires the vanishing of the mixed term rγYrγX.






−; Ω)XΩ−−1 + v0(Ω)Ω−1

; (31)
which already restricts the potentials severely because the l.h.s. of (31) is
X-independent by construction.
The ansatz, to be used as of now,
V1 = X
−1v1(Ω); V3 = v3(Ω) (32)
is sucient to satisfy (31) although by no means necessary.
Next we impose factorizability on the original model, since only these
models allow for a simple geometrical interpretation. This, together with
(32), implies
V1(X; Ω) = v1X
−1Ω; v1 2 R: (33)
Assuming monomiality for V3 by
v3(Ω) = v3Ω
 ;  2 R; v3 2 R (34)
the dierential equation (31) establishes a four-parameter solution
Y = f(Ω) = 2Ω−
1 + v1
v3(− ) ;  6= : (35)
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Note that in this class of models only two parameters (; ) are really essen-





































Xv0(Y )R + v0(Y )v1
(rX)2
X
+ V4 (X; Y )







Thus we have shown that a TDT satisfying (27)-(35) is conformally simple
provided that Y is positive everywhere. We emphasize that factorizability is
conserved by this CT, as can be seen from (36), and hence is an independent
property indeed.
3.3 Examples: Scalar Tensor theories and toy models
The most important examples are STT, which are known to be conformally
simple [3, 2, 4]:
 = 2;  = 0; v1 = 1=2; v3 = 2 (38)
The relation between the conformal factor and the STT eld is f(Ω) = Y =
Ω2, a well-known result. Note that the whole class of STT is given by a single
point in the four-dimensional parameter space of the solution (35). Thus,
despite of the various restrictions which led to (35), the set of conformally
simple theories described by the action (36), resp. (37), is very large.
For sake of completeness we will also discuss briefly some toy models
which do not satisfy (27)-(35), but possess dierent combinations of the
special properties (factorizability and (conformal) simplicity).
A conformally simple class of factorizable toy models with  = 0 (toy
model 1) is given by
V0 = X; V1 = 1=X; V3 = 2; (39)
with the non-polynomial solution
f(Ω) = Y = ln Ω: (40)
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This transformation can be used for TDT in the EF. A conformally simple
factorizable toy model with  =  and  6= 0 will yield the same result (up
to a multiplicative constant).
A class of factorizable toy models which is neither simple nor conformally
simple (toy model 2) is:
V0 = sin(X)Y
c; c 6= 0; V1 = Y c; c 6= 0; V3 = V3(X; Y ) 6= 0: (41)
We assume that the remaining functions are such that a simple exchange
X $ Y does not bring the model into a factorizable (conformally) simple
form. In this case either X has a CW of zero or V0 has no denite CW at
all. In both cases it is impossible to achieve conformal simplicity: In the rst
one Y would have to be a constant in order to bring the model to the EF
while in the second one there even exists no regular CT to the EF. Note that
we could replace sin(X) by other non-polynomial functions T (X) without
changing these features.
A conformally simple non-factorizable model (toy model 3) is:
V0 = XY; V1 = Y
c+1=X; c 6= 0; V3 = 2
γ
(Y c + 1); γ 6= 0 (42)
establishing f(Ω) = Y = Ωγ .
A simple non-factorizable model (toy model 4) is:
V0 = X; V1 = Y
c; c 6= 0; V3 = 0: (43)
A non-factorizable model which is neither simple nor conformally simple
corresponds to (toy model 5):
V0 = T (X)Y
c; c 6= 0; V1 = 1; V3 = V3(X; Y ) 6= 0: (44)
with T (X) being a non-polynomial function, for which the same remarks are
valid as in the case of toy model 2.
4 First Order Formalism
Dilaton models that are (conformally) simple as well as factorizable have the
important property that they may be written in an equivalent rst order
form [8]. This is manifest in the EF. In this case one of the dilatons (namely
the scalar eld Y ) is disentangled from the gravitational sector, in the sense
that no mixed kinetic term appears. The geometric part of the Lagrangian
(including the dilaton X) can be brought to rst order in its derivatives by
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introducing Cartan variables and auxiliary elds Xa. The zweibein basis is





e0  e1 : (45)
The invariant volume element in this frame is given by d2x
p−g = d2x(e) =







The Levi-Civita symbol "a¯b¯ is dened by8 "−+ = −1. The connection 1-form
!a¯
b¯








Thus the 2D curvature scalar can be written as d2x
p−gR = −2d!. Accord-
ing to the second reference of [8] we add the terms Xa¯T
a¯ = X− (d + !) e+ +
X+ (d− !) e− to the action where T a¯ is the torsion associated with the con-





X− (d + !) e+ + X+ (d− !) e− + Xd! + e− ^ e+V E1 (X)X−X+−
−1
2
V E2 (X; Y ) dY ^ dY −
1
2
e− ^ e+ (V E4 (X; Y ) + V E5 (X; Y ) fm

; (48)
where we have included also the matter term. The elds X and X are
determined from the EOM produced by the variation of the Cartan variables.
The whole set of EOM derived from (48) is equivalent to the one obtained
from the original action [26]. Actually X and ! may be eliminated by
algebraic EOM from (48).
4.1 Conservation Law
For a theory in the EF the corresponding rst order formulation has many
advantages, especially at the quantum level, where e.g. the geometric degrees
of freedom of SRG can be integrated exactly [26, 27]. Here we will only use
6We choose a representation (0, 1) ! (−, +).
7Light-cone indices are indicated by bars.
8The ε-symbol in ordinary coordinates is dened by ε01 = 1.
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one important result, namely the existence of a conservation law that can be
derived in a particularly simple way in this context [9{11]. Taking appropri-


























V E1 (X) X
−X+ − V
E









4 (X) + V
(Y )
4 (X; Y )
and V
(Y )
4 (X; Y ) can be included in the generic term W on the r.h.s. of (50).
The remaining geometric terms on the l.h.s. can now be integrated out such
that (50) can be written as an absolute conservation law
@C = @C(g) + W = 0 (51)
where






0) I(X 0)dX 0 (52)
if the integrating factor is chosen as
I(X) = e−
∫ X V E1 (X
0)dX0 : (53)
From (51) the 1-form
W = W (Y ) + W (m) (54)
is exact. Its separation into matter and Y -terms depends on the coupling
function V E5 that can have an arbitrary Y -dependence. The components
W
(Y )
 are given by






4 (X; Y ) +
+
V E2 (X; Y )
(e)2

Y −Y + (@X)− (e)
(






where Y  = "e (@Y ). The analogous expression for the matter part
becomes
W (m) = I(X)
V E5 (X; Y )
2
"











It has been shown [11] that this conservation law is connected to the energy
conservation of the model considered. More precisely, the geometric part C(g)
is proportional to a mass-aspect function meff(r; t) which is the sum of the
ADM mass and the energy fluxes, given by the matter- and Y -contributions.






5 , we have
generalized that conservation law from EMKG to all factorizable (confor-
mally) simple theories.
4.2 Scaling properties
From [11] we know that the conserved quantity C is closely related to the
ADM- and Bondi-mass and it is interesting to check its behavior under (con-
stant) Weyl-rescaling g ! Ω2g, i.e. a global CT with Ω = const:. In
particular we want to know which classes of models allow for a denite CW
of Eq. (51) when transforming the dilaton X like X ! ΩX ;  6= 0. This
question arises whenever the JF is the \physically correct" form of the model
considered, e.g. for non-simple but conformally simple theories like SR STT.
In this case the derivation of the conservation law for all practical purposes is
only accessible through a CT to the EF. Of course, its (complicated) version
arising from the inverse transformation back to the JF will be the \physi-
cally" relevant one.
We start with calculating the CW of the geometric part @C(g). Using
restriction (33) on the potential9 V1 and making an ansatz V
(g)
4 (X) = v4X

we obtain a CW for the rst (CW(@C(g)1 )) and the second term (CW(@C(g)2 ))
of (52). For the Y -part we obtain also two contributions: One from the rst
line of (55) (CW(W
(Y )
1 )) and another from the second line (CW(W
(Y )
2 )).
Finally also the matter part (56) yields a denite CW(W
(m)
 ), provided that
fm has a denite CW which will be assumed to be −2 as it is the case
for massless scalar elds. Another necessary condition for a denite CW is





V E2 = v2(Y )X
; V
(Y )
4 = v4(Y )X
γ; V E5 = v5(Y )X
": (57)
In table 1 the results for the CW are summarized.
9Otherwise the integrating factor I(X) would be non-polynomial.
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Quantity CW(Quantity) Quantity CW(Quantity)
gγ 2 e
 1
X  2 R X − 1
Y 0 Y  1
fm −2 (e) 2
@C(g)1 −v1 + 2− 2 @C(g)2 −v1 + ( + 1)
W
(Y )
1 −v1 + (γ + 1) W (Y )2 −v1 + ( + 1)− 2
W
(m)
 −v1 + (" + 1)− 2 I(X) −v1
Table 1: A list of conformal weights
In order to obtain a well-dened CW of (51) all CW of its contributions
must be equal. This leads to a set of 4 independent equations in 6 variables,
namely
(1− ) = ( − γ) = 2 (58)
(γ − ) = ("− ) = 0
the solution of which is given by
γ =  = 1− 2

; " =  = 1: (59)
" =  = 1 means that the coupling of the matter- and Y -elds to the dilaton
must be equal, homogeneous and linear, and hence nonminimal. The rst
equation determines the power of X in the potential term V E4 through the
CW of the dilaton (or vice versa).
If the dilaton X is part of higher dimensional geometry this forces
CW (X) =  = D − 2 and therefore γ =  = (D − 4)=(D − 2). This is
exactly the case for D=2 SR models from higher D as can be seen from (9).
Also the polarized Gowdy model fullls (59). A counterexample is given by
the CGHS model: Although the geometric part of the conserved quantity
has a single CW | which, by the way, is not well-dened (cf. eq. (60)
for D ! 1) | the matter part is coupled minimally thus preventing (51)
from having a denite CW. A counterexample where already the geometric
part behaves conformally badly is given by all (matterless) generalized dila-
ton theories not obeying  = 1 − 2

, e.g. the Jackiw-Teitelboim [28] and
the Katanaev-Volovich model [29]. We note parallels to the second reference
of [19], where it has been found that only certain models have proper global
behavior (so-called Minkowski ground state dilaton theories, a class to which
SR theories belong), and to [30], where it has been shown semi-classically
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EF Einstein form TDT two-dilaton theory
JF Jordan form STT scalar-tensor theory
CW conformal weight JBD Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory
CT conformal transformation EMKG Einstein massless Klein-Gordon model
DOF degrees of freedom KKT classical Kaluza-Klein theory
SR spherically reduced CGHS Callan-Giddings-Harvey-Strominger
GR General Relativity CCS conformally coupled scalar
Table 2: A list of abbreviations
that only models with  6= 1 yield \proper" Hawking radiation (i.e. a Hawk-
ing temperature related to surface gravity at the horizon which excludes the
CGHS model).
In general, it seems that only models where at least one dilaton stems from
dimensional reduction lead to a denite CW of the conservation equation
(51) for this specic CT. This is to be expected since this transformation is
in fact a global CT of the higher dimensional action. For SR EMKG we have
CW (C) = 1 which means that C scales like a length. This is in agreement
with the interpretation of C as a mass-aspect function since the Schwarzschild
Black Hole mass also scales with a length, the Schwarzschild-radius. For more
general SR models we obtain
CW (C)jSR = D − 3: (60)
5 Conclusions
We have classied all TDT10 with respect to the properties factorizability,
simplicity and conformal simplicity. Since there seems to be still confusion
in the literature (for a selected list of such papers cf. e.g. the review article
[24]) we have emphasized the physical inequivalence of conformally related
theories.
It turned out that all physical models encountered in the discussion were
at least factorizable and conformally simple (SR STT, SR KKT) if not even
factorizable and simple (SR EMKG, Gowdy, bosonic string). For sake of
completeness we considered several toy models each of which belongs to a
dierent class of theories (e.g. non-factorizable but simple). In table 3 we list
all the models considered so far together with their properties. It turned out
that all geometrical interpretable theories are naturally formulated either in
the EF (2) or the JF (3).
10For a list of all abbreviations used in the text we refer to table 2.
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Model Form V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 Simple Fact. DOF
1 dilaton EF V1(X) 0 0 V4(X) 0 Yes Yes 0
SR EMKG EF 1=2X −X 0 −1=2 0 Yes Yes 1
Pol. Gowdy EF 1=2X −2X 0 0 0 Yes Yes 1
Bos. String EF V1(X) const: 0 V4(X) 1 Yes Yes N
SR JBD JF Y=2X −wX=Y 2 −Y=2 −X Conf. Yes 1 + m
SR R2 JF Y=2X 0 2 −Y=2−XY 2=2 0 Conf. Yes 0
SR CCS JF Y=2X (3=2)X=Y 2 −Y=2 0 Conf. Yes 1
SR STT(J) JF Y=2X −wX=Y 2 −Y=2 + XV^ (Y ) −X Conf. Yes 1 + m
SR STT(J) EF 1=2X −(w + 3=2)X=Y 2 0 −1=2 + XV^ (Y )=Y 2 −X=Y 2 Yes Yes 1 + m
SR STT(E) EF 1=2X −(w + 3=2)X=Y 2 0 −1=2−XV^ (Y ) −X Yes Yes 1 + m
SR STT(E) JF Y=2X −wX=Y 2 −Y=2 + XV^ (Y )Y 2 −XY 2 Conf. Yes 1 + m
SR KKT JF Y=2X −X=Y 2 −Y=2 −XY 3 Conf. Yes 1 + m
SR KKT EF 1=2X −(5=2)X=Y 2 0 −1=2 −XY Yes Yes 1 + m
Toy model 1 EF 1=X 6= 0 2 0 0 Conf. Yes 1
Toy model 2 NP Y c 6= 0 6= 0 0 0 No Yes 1
Toy model 3 JF Y c+1=X 6= 0 2(Y c + 1)=γ 0 0 Conf. No 1
Toy model 4 EF Y c 6= 0 0 0 0 Yes No 1
Toy model 5 NP 1 6= 0 6= 0 0 0 No No 1
Table 3: A representative sample of TDT and their properties. Abbreviations: NP: non-polynomial; 6= 0 means
that the corresponding function is non-trivial; Fact. stands for factorizability and DOF means (continuous physical)
degrees of freedom (m denotes the number of matter DOF); N is the number of target space coordinates for the
bosonic string. In the case of 1 dilaton models or the bosonic string by adjusting V1(X) and V4(X) one obtains a
variety of models, among them the CGHS model [18], the Jackiw-Teitelboim model [28] and the Katanaev-Volovich
model [29]. CCS means conformally coupled scalar in D=4. This model is the limit w ! −3=2 of a JBD theory. In
the entries of SR STT(X) minimal coupling to matter in the X-frame in D=4 has been assumed.
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Although the authors are not aware of any physical application of non-
simple or non-factorizable models it is clearly possible that they may emerge
eventually in the future. According to our understanding, however, the draw-
back of such models is the diculty to interpret them geometrically, which is
why we restricted the discussion to the interesting subclass of (conformally)
simple factorizable theories.
In the EF these models allow a rst order formulation and by analogy to
previous work [9,31,10,11] the presence of an absolute conservation law (51)
could be established.
By investigating the CW of the contributions to the conserved quantity
| listed in table 1 | we were able to obtain some necessary conditions (59)
for a denite CW of (51), ruling out a large class of models (including the
models of Jackiw-Teitelboim [28], Katanaev-Volovich [29] and CGHS [18]).
We were able to show that SR two-dimensional models from general D are
allowed in this context, yielding (60) for the CW of the conserved quantity.
For D=4 (Schwarzschild) the intuitively expected result CW (C) = 1 was
established.
Apart from the obvious applications (namely a 2D description of various
higher dimensional models considered in this paper) TDT serve as toy mod-
els for D=4 theories with two dilaton elds and as a basis for generalizations
to models with more than two dilatons. Compactication of e.g. D=11 su-
pergravity can yield two or more dilaton elds and up to now no satisfactory
cosmological theory with a single scalar eld (which serves e.g. as inflaton
and quintessence) is known. Here one may hope that - as in the case of the
nonvanishing cosmological constant (or quintessence?) - further input may
be provided by the enormously increasing amount of astrophysical data to
be expected for the near future. If the need for more dilaton elds should
arise we believe that similar structures in the classication of such models
will appear.
At the quantum level the next step should be a Hamiltonian analysis and
BRST quantization. Similarities to the analysis of non-minimally coupled
scalars interacting with a one dilaton theory [32] which is based upon the
simpler results obtained for the minimally coupled case [33, 27, 34] may well
occur. In fact, for simple factorizable theories the constraint algebra is al-
ready known [32] and diers only slightly from the simpler algebra obtained
in [33]. Non-simple, but conformally simple factorizable models t in this
theoretical frame only through a CT. Thus it will be an interesting task to
investigate the action of a CT on the constraint algebra. This would provide
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